
DEWACO has the rights to modify these specifications

Over 25 years experience in Sludge Treatment Technology

Advantages
DEWA L-K 160 sludge collector chain exhibits the least 
amount of elongation and the life span of DEWA collector 
is extremely significant 
DEWA c-channel flights have high Modulus of Elasticity 
which gives the least amount of deflection
DEDEWA c-channel flights do not recalculate solids into the effluent 
Provide superb strength characteristics for extreme 
sludge loading applications 
Draining not required for the tensioning of the collector chain
Energy efficient, operator friendly and long lasting
Can be applied for any kind of rectangular clarifier
Customer satisfaction guaranteed

Type

L-K 160

L-K 160HD

Material

POM/PBT

POM/PBT

Pitch

160 mm

160 mm

Rupture Load

27 kN

40 kN

Working Load

15 kN

25 kN

Weight

2.0 kg/m

3.1 kg/m

CHAIN
Non-metallic chain
Non-corrosive chain

Type

DS 8/12

IS 8/12

Material

AISI304/PA

PE

Pitch

418/618

418/618

Note

Tooth Segments are turnable / changeable

Optional Split Type

SPROCKET
Head Sprocket
Idler Sprocket

Type Material

AISI 304

AISI 304

AISI 304

Note

Through going

Through going

Stub Type

SHAFT
Head Shaft
Tension / Idler Shaft
Stub Shaft

Type          Material

Bearing nest PE; Slide bearing HDPE

BEARINGS
Head Shaft

Type

C-Channel

MV-160

WS-20

GWS-20

K-180

K-180K-180

Material

GRP

GRP

PE

PE

AISI 304 (Metallic)

POM (Non Metallic)POM (Non Metallic)

Dimensions

80x180 mm

20x74x120

20x74x160

Max Lenght

Up to 12 m

Elasticity

30 Gpa

Weight

2.6 kg/m

1.9 kg/m

SCRAPER FLIGHTS
Flights
Stiffener
Wear Shoe
Wear Shoe
Attachment Link
Attachment Link

Type

B-100

GB-100

NMB-100

RR-100

Material

AISI 304

AISI304/PE

PE

AISI 304

Dimensions

4x70 mm

15x70 mm

15x70 mm

35x80 mm

Weight

1.75 kg/m

3.42 kg/m

1.50 kg/m

2.17 kg/m

RAILS
Bottom Rail
Guiding Bottom Rail
Non-Metallic Rail
Return Rail

      Type

Well known  manufacturer or customer specification

Material

AISI 304

AISI 304

AISI 304

AISI 304

DRIVE UNIT
Manufacturer
Engine Mount
Drive Sprocket
Driven Sprocket
Drive Chain

Material

AISI 304 or AISI 316

FITTINGS
Hardware

DEWACO LTD
PL 3-23801 LAITILA, Finland
Tel : +358 2 461 800    
Fax : +358 2 461 8400
Email : info@dewaco.fi
Web : www.dewaco.fi



1. Collector Chain
DEDEWA L-K 160 collector chain links are not integrally 
molded as other collector chain links available in the 
market. DEWA L-K 160 is a combination of side links, 
pin, spacer sleeve and locking ring. They are made of 
reinforced thermo plastic materials that resist elongation, 
wear and corrosion as well as to provide full dead load 
bearing capacity throughout the full length of the link.  

ThisThis advance engineered design has distinctive     
advantages, as the spacer sleeve revolves and gives 
away when it rotates over the sprockets, so the wearing 
will not appear on one position as they appears on     
integrally molded links. Due to this design feature the life 
span of DEWA L-K 160 is considerably long. 

2. Scraper flight assembly
DEDEWA C-channel heavy duty scraper flights are pultruded 
with an polyester resin, reinforced transversely and laterally 
with glass roving and fiberglass mat. Scraper flights are 
equipped with UHMW PE wear shoes(carry, return and 
guiding) stiffeners. The stiffeners are made of reinforced 
fiberglass material, as scraper flight. This is to provide extra 
rigidity to the scraper flight and to protect against bending 
andand torsion. Sufficient number of rubber lips for the leading 
edge as well as end of the flights will be supplied according 
to size and nature of application. C-channels are available in 
three different sizes with max length of 12m. Flight         
attachment links are available in both non-metallic and SS 
materials according to customer requirements.

3.  Shaft assembly
AllAll shafts (head shaft, idler and stub) , collars, wall brackets are 
made of SS materials, solid in construction, available in various 
sizes according to the natures of application. Unlike fibreglass 
telescopic shafts, DEWA shafts designed to withstand heavy 
sludge loadings (e.g. intermediate settling), so the system can 
be installed in extra large clarifiers.

ShaftShaft sprockets (head shaft  and idler), are made of UHMW PE 
materials which has superior water and abrasion resistances.  
All shaft sprockets are reversible to double the life span. All 
sleeves bearings are non lubricable type, no regular             
maintenances is required. 

4. Collector chain tensioning assembly (take up 
device)
ContraryContrary to other systems available in the market, DEWA provides 
sophisticated mechanism for collector chain tensioning. DEWA is 
the first suppliers who interdicted this operator friendly                 
configuration to the market, because of its unique design feature 
the collector chain can be tighten without draining. In order to 
observe parallel movement of the tensioning it is possible to  install 
so called measuring scales each side (optional) 

5. Carry and return rails
All carry and return rails, wall brackets are made of stainless 
steel.  This is to allow smooth sliding for the flights over the rails, 
as coefficient of friction of SS on PE in virtually minimal.

6. Drive assembly and safety devices
DependingDepending upon the demands of application, drive units       
manufactured by world-class suppliers are available in variety, 
sizes and features. To safeguard system function and reliability, 
an electronic shear (over and under load protection) will be 
provided. This device constantly observes variation of current 
and will be actuated immediacy when it exceeds the preset 
value. On request, a flight monitoring system will be provided to 
detect the parallel movement of the system which will comprise detect the parallel movement of the system which will comprise 
of proximity switches, coupling mechanism and PLC. Drive 
chain, drive and driven sprockets are available in both metallic 
and non-metallic materials.

7. Scum canoe
ScumScum canoe is design to remove the 
floating matters form clarifier, in              
conjunction with sludge collectors.  All are 
made of SS materials, available in manual 
or with electrical actuator.  Wall brackets, 
sleeves are made of high grade            
lubrication-free plastic materials. 
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